Learning Plan Development Process – Fall 2017

Christina will send out the long learning plan version to the council that includes the original purpose statement approved in February 2016 and the teaching and learning principles that were approved in spring 2017.

Fall term goal:

- **Develop shared vision and learning plan principles across the college**
  - Map out communication plan
  - Map out conversations for winter term
  - Invite others to comment on working document (council attendance, division/department meetings, peer-to-peer)
  - Synthesize comments and suggestions and communicate themes/gaps/opportunities to the council
  - **Members: Aryn, Claire, Jennifer**

- **Review and analysis of data around teaching and learning**
  - Establish council liaisons for major data groups (see process document)
  - Synthesize themes/gaps/opportunities and communicate these to the council
  - **Members: Adrienne, Tammy, Marleena, Phil, Dawn**

Fall term actions:

- Schedule work sessions for remainder of term
- Begin implementation of communication plan
- Begin preliminary data analysis in the context of the learning plan purpose and characteristics
- Draft preliminary synthesis of experiences/outcomes

Tentative presentation to Board of Ed on December 14, 2017